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2.0 D I F F E R E N T I A L H I G H WAY S

The history of the interstate highway is contained within our amnesic recol-

lections of the recent past, and its dominance over all other transportation

formats in America has perhaps obscured our ability to see it as an adjustable

and differential network. Many highway histories have treated the interstate

as a predestined event in a patriotic saga. A pilgrim put one foot in front of

another or a cow strode beyond the pasture for the first time, and soon, the

rutted trails were paved with concrete, the wagon wheels faded to pneumatic

tires, and these and other abstractions of movement evolved inevitably into

the federal government’s version of the limited-access highway. The more

contentious histories have usually taken an entrenched position against the

villainous collusion between federal agencies and private automobile inter-

ests, pointing out a kind of conspiracy within companies like General Motors

to not only dominate but eliminate all other forms of transportation, particu-

larly interurban rail. Other histories have treated the interstate as yet more

evidence of the long-standing tradition of using engineering expertise to

galvanize legislation.

Though justified by claims of reasoned expertise, the history of highway

networks proceeded by illogical steps. For instance, specifications for the sys-

tem were designed for a long-distance network but were applied to an inter-

city network. In addition, the primary reason for routing the highway through

the city involved the increased revenues to be gained from higher volumes

of urban traffic, but as the costs of the highway escalated, it became clear

that the majority of those costs were due to urban mileage. The highway was

also understood to be an evacuation facility for the urban areas in times of

war, yet it had the adverse effect of concentrating population in those urban

centers. Highways were projected to solve some of the city’s traffic problems,
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but most of them increased commuting time. Since cars were sold to thou-

sands of Americans before there were adequate roads to accommodate them,

in a sense, the vehicle and its infrastructure were sold separately, and the

highway network was routed in relation to the distribution of automobile

products in urban areas. The forces that facilitated legislation of the Inter-

state highway system eventually merged with the agendas of commerce and

defense, and for all the claims of pioneering individualism, for all the pictures

of Conestoga wagons used in its promotion, the interstate was one of the

most centrally controlled and bureaucratically directed chapters in American

history, it policies remaining largely the same over a period of decades. The

legislative history was protracted over fifty years, but the extent of change

after passage of the Interstate Highway Act in 1956 was massive and rapid.

The interstate was the largest public works project and the most prominent

national network to be built in this century. As perplexing as these now famil-

iar historical curiosities was the lack of coordination and integration between

the highway and other adjacent transportation networks and landscapes. The

following episodes look at eccentric proposals for national highway systems

that treated the highway as a differential or intermodal network capable of

translating between carriers and infrastructure formats.

Using statistical models, traffic engineers designed the interstate as a

response to vehicle populations. Engineers derived formulas to handle vari-

able loads at different times of the day, but the equations always yielded the

highway as a fixed register of dynamic equilibrium or movement at a particu-

lar speed. Traffic engineering principles determined everything from the di-

mension of the highway to the turning radius of the driveway, and they also

governed the hierarchy of tertiary, secondary and, minor streets. Even minor

streets were sized for large phantom vehicles moving at top speeds. Not only

was the organization of the highway network contingent on vehicle popula-

tions, but the design of the roadway itself was engineered to be viewed from

a static position inside the vehicle. Similarly, while early highway designers

saw the road as a means of accessing a diverse set of regional landscapes by

car, it was eventually designed as a hermetic system that created its own

channel of surrounding traffic-engineered landscape contours. The highway

was legislated as an intercity network, yet it was not specialized to interface

with the complexities of the city, and was simply designed to pass uninter-

rupted through urban fabric. Rather than becoming differentiated at its

intersections, the system replicated itself, generating products and morphol-
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ogies of its own structure within more complex urban environments. Al-

though initial speculations about the highway considered terminals and

exchange points to be of the highest importance, eventually, with inter-

changes such as the cloverleaf, the chief intent was not interchange, but

elimination of change and the creation of a smooth, homogeneous experi-

ence. Interchanges designed as switches or transformers from one kind of

traffic to another would represent obstacles to continuous speed, and so in

the organizational logic of highway building other forms of transportation

should be segregated. The interstate highway system was designed as a frozen

shape—a dumb network with dumb switches.

Since Bel Geddes’ Futurama exhibit of 1939, the possibility of building

intelligence and differentiation into the highway network by automating it

has been a persistent dream. In fact, highways and electronic networks have

often been paired in the public consciousness, sharing similar predictions and

contradictions surrounding freedom versus control. For instance, the high-

way’s promise of greater “elbow room” was not unlike the Web’s promise of

a new frontier. The promotions or coercions of automobile highway associa-

tions at midcentury resembled the insider’s swagger of today’s network afi-

cionados like George Gilders and Nicholas Negroponte, as they advise the

businessmen of America about power centers on the new information high-

way. Cars, like electronic keyboards, appeared to be at the individual’s control

while also providing access to a vast, expansive territory. Both networks have

sponsored popular jargon and promotional imagery in lieu of an understand-

ing of the real operatives of network space.

Communication systems inform the highway system, however, not only

as an applied technology, but as technology that might loan its active reper-

toire or network protocols to the highway’s own species of site. For instance,

in communication networks, network intelligence relies on smart and flexible

patterns of switching between heterogeneous components and multiple

scales of activity. Multiplicity, differentiation, and diversity are understood to

strengthen a network, and the smarter the system the more its operation runs

counter to conventional notions of efficiency. Network redundancies serve

this parallelism by providing a surplus of options and pathways in a network

that are the key to its precision. The opportunity for switching within the

system is one measure of this parallelism and depth. Much of the speculation

about electronic networks concerns the central or individual control of these

switches. Internet legislation differs significantly from that of the interstate
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highway since the utilities involved will develop greater by using each other’s

infrastructures to carry the various TV, video, and internet transmissions.

Ironically, both the history of cross-purposes and the multiple segre-

gated transportation networks in cities and outlying landscapes potentially

provide very fertile ground for a more intelligent network architecture in the

highway system. Many of the redundancies among the various transportation

networks have developed through cycles of replacement and supposed obso-

lescence, unaccompanied by a process of selection and recombination that

would build parallelism in the network and better match carriers to transpor-

tation needs. Both the highway and the rail fought for exclusivity and domi-

nance. This same fight for exclusive formats has not only been part of the

history of highways and railroads but other kinds of utility networks as well.

Even software-hardware platforms have been in dispute for this reason, de-

spite the fact that the real intelligence behind their operation often involves

the knowledge of how to patch between them. Redundancies among trans-

portation systems, like highway, rail, and air, however, increase the possibility

of switching between systems to produce a better fit between task and car-

rier. The system is rich with these potential switch sites for interchanges and

urban terminals. Similarly, networks of land as well as the networks of other

carriers, though often segregated, are positioned to operate in parallel with

the highway. The highway right-of-way and its adjacent lands are critical

sites in adjusting this kind of parallelism. These new sites might borrow a

repertoire from not only our most recent telematic networks but also from

the earliest experiments with the highway.

Before the system became so highly codified, some proposals for the

highway treated it not as a single hermetic corridor of space containing road-

way and right-of-way but rather as a set of separate, interdependent sites.

Highway intersections, terminals, and rights-of-way, for instance, were

among the sites that drew speculation from several independent practitioners

who regarded the network as an active and variable organization that could

be affected by several species of different programs. Just as various electrical

and electronic networks often mimic each other or share a repertoire of orga-

nizational operatives, so the highway borrowed from, for instance, the rail-

road. Like the railroad, the highway was a long-distance insulated corridor

with controlled exchange points for potential interplay between landscape

and other transportation networks. Schemes for urban automobile terminals

and urban or interregional interchanges also proposed to mix and exchange
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Ask Vice-President Al Gore
about telecommunication and
he thinks of highways. Dur-
ing a recent interview at his
office in the West Wing of
the White House, Gore re-
called that when he was a
boy in Carthage, Tennessee,
his family couldn’t get into
their new car and drive to
Nashville—a fifty-mile trip—
with any speed, because the
road was just two lanes all
the way. He also recalled a
scene from the 1950s: “I
watched my father preside
over the creation of the inter-
state highway system as the
chairman of a subcommittee
of the Senate Public Works

cargo and passengers between different kinds of vehicles and different kinds

of transportation modalities. Some specialized highways also evolved from

urban boulevards or interstate parks. While the highway may have become a

tool of land exploitation, the origins of the long-distance highway were

linked to the development of interurban or continental terrestrial networks.

Some practitioners proposed a kind of parallelism among independent net-

works of railway, waterway, or roadway not only at the intersections but

along the linear segments of each network, thus loading intelligence into the

switches or surfaces of the highway corridor.

The episodes in part II look at various schemes for highway organizations

both when the idea of an interstate system was relatively new as well as when

it began to grow to completion in the ensuing decades. Although highways

were almost exclusively controlled by federal traffic engineers, some design-

ers considered the highway to be within their purview. Federal highway agen-

cies and a broader cast of practitioners, including Warren Manning, Benton

MacKaye, Norman Bel Geddes, Egmont Arens, Lady Bird Johnson, Lawrence

Halprin, William Whyte, and the automated highway research teams of the

1960s and 1970s, are among the players included in the discussion.

Interstate Highway
Barraged with road-building proposals during the first-quarter of the
twentieth century, the federal government, in association with state
governments, assumed new responsibilities for highway planning. Fed-
eral involvement in road-building efforts at the turn of the century pri-
marily addressed road improvement in areas beyond the paved streets of
the city. Early government agencies cooperated with states and organ-
izations like the American Automobile Association and the American
Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO). In 1914, they even
deputized the AASHO as an official consultant to federal road agen-
cies.2 In fact, the AASHO established a practice of writing the legisla-
tion to be presented in Congress and years later would be among the
most influential groups in legislating the interstate network.3

By the 1910s, as automobile registration continued to rise, many
of these private groups, who together formed the “good roads move-
ment,” assembled at various congresses to organize themselves and the
state officials who represented them. This partnership among federal

black box and side bar below are optional reading for ARCH 402/502. 
required reading continues after.
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Committee. I remember sit-
ting in the room when they
voted to make the signs green
on the interstate system.” He
recalls, in sum, that an asser-
tive government helped open
the country to travel and
commerce.1

and state officials as well as automobile interests would be critical to
highway development in the coming years.4

Two highway acts, the Federal Aid Highway Acts of 1916 and
1921 marked the beginning of a recurring pattern in which neutral,
apolitical technical expertise was the galvanizing force for highway
legislation.5 The acts also established protocols for financing and co-
operation among federal and state governments in planning a national
highway system.

In 1919, after two earlier reorganizations, the Bureau of Public
Roads (BPR) took over from the Department of Agriculture and ad-
ministered federal highway efforts during the critical planning stages
of the interstate system. Thomas H. MacDonald served as bureau
chief for the whole of this important period. The BPR became a clear-
ing house for technical information, allowing the government to
maintain authority with limited financial responsibility. Still, the road-
ways were often built according to conflicting standards and were of-
ten neither internally coherent or coordinated between counties and
states. For instance, roads often did not meet across state lines. In ad-
dition, because there were no standards concerning access to frontage,
these roads were already becoming lined with commerce.6

Meanwhile, in the 1920s, automobile manufacture had grown to
be a major United States industry, and the National Highway Users
Conference representing truckers, farmers, fuel companies, and auto-
mobile manufacturers had become a powerful lobby.7 Still, even after
another Federal Highway Act in 1921, the government did not legis-
late any of the many proposals for a national highway system.8

Toll Roads and Free Roads (1939) and Interregional Highways (1944)
were landmark reports which provided the basic blueprint for Federal
highway building in the next decades, and have often been referenced
as a seminal documents in the development of the interstate system.9

The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944 did not result in any inter-
state highway construction, however, it did initiate the process of ne-
gotiating routes for the system. By 1947, the federal-state partnership
had designated the routes for 37,000 miles of the possible 40,000-mile
network, and though that network included 2,900 miles of urban
routes, congressional studies related to defense recommended addi-
tional urban mileage. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, more and
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more urban mileage was added to the proposed designs for an inter-
state system, and with each new version of the highway legislation, the
federal government took responsibility for a larger and larger percent-
age of the total costs, until it was virtually paying for the entire proj-
ect.10 The BPR made yet another study, Needs of the Highway systems,

1955–84, in which they recommended a 37,700 mile system, costing
$23.2 billion. Of this estimate, 46 percent would be spent on urban
routes. The subsidies were attractive to those urban planners who
were anxious for coordination between highway plans and existing ur-
ban planning schemes, and many believed that highways would rejuve-
nate urban areas.11

The Clay hearings (October 1954) and the Gore hearings (1955)
were pivotal in legislating the interstate. Both heard testimony from
private lobbying groups, planners, manufacturers, highway planners
like Robert Moses, conservationists, and representatives of other
transportation systems. The Clay Committee was composed not of
planners or urbanists but rather of representatives from construction
companies, teamsters, banking, and manufacturing. Most of the dis-
cussion avoided any issues that involved rethinking the prevailing con-
cept of the interstate as an urban connector. In fact, the hearing began
with a report that indicated a doubling of the estimated cost of the
highway from approximately $50 billion to $100 billion largely due to
urban mileage. Helen Leavitt wrote in Superhighway-Superhoax, “They
knew even then that the local traffic would provide the revenue to pay
for an interstate system designed for long-haul and rural traffic. The
hurdle was how to get the heavy traffic onto the system when the heavy
traffic was urban and mostly short trips.”12

The Gore hearings addressed the obvious problems of entering
urban fabric with rather short-sighted concerns. The urban highway
mileage was discussed as if it applied to circumferential routes, yet
testimony reflected an awareness that the highway would generate
more urban traffic. The assessment of this increased urban congestion
became doubly perverse when regarded positively for the extra reve-
nue it would generate. Some who testified were alert to defense and
safety issues, while others were only concerned that municipalities
might misuse government funds. There was little discussion of urban
transit, or of the successes of long-distance railroad in World War II
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defense efforts. Interestingly, Howard Zahnister, chosen by Benton
MacKaye to be director of the Wilderness Society, also received no
response to his testimony. Without reference to any alternative intelli-
gence about highway planning, Zahnister testified in the defensive
posture of a conservationist and preservationist, pleading with the
powers that be to protect wilderness landscapes. The days when a
forester-technician would provide one of the most interesting specula-
tions about the economies of automobile infrastructure and even pro-
pose a possible physical arrangement for that infrastructure were
over.13 Three bills, including an administration bill, were considered
in the House of Representatives in 1955, but neither House nor Sen-
ate enacted legislation. Whatever variance in the legislation, each suc-
cessive bill steadily increased both the urban mileage and the federal
percentage of funding.14

Highway lobbies and legislators expected 1955 to be the year
of highway legislation. The National Highway Users Conference
stepped up its highway campaign.15 The group’s newsletter, Highway

Highlights, had become a glossy magazine, featuring inspiring articles
from the so-called “highwaymen,” the planners or powerful businesses
with interests in highway-related industries like automobiles, gasoline,
rubber, and concrete. Other publications supported by these lobbying
groups included the American Road Builder Magazine, Roads and Streets

Magazine, and Engineering News-Record.16 The National Highway
Users Conference, among other groups, published pamphlets and ar-
ticles emphasizing the importance of the new system to manufactur-
ing, farming, defense, and industry. Automobile manufacturers like
General Motors (GM) could also claim to have done a patriotic duty
that should be rewarded in peacetime. C. F. Kettering of GM ad-
dressed the country on a regular radio show, “As ‘Ket’ Sees It,” in
which he described the ways that the automobile industry had unified
America. It had trained the technicians who were critical in wartime
production and returned to the job to meet the postwar demand for
automobiles. Typical of the promotion efforts was a 1954 GM film,
entitled “Give Yourself the Green Light,” that told the familiar saga
of the inevitability of the highway and claimed that the country “didn’t
dream big enough.” Given the massive proliferation of vehicles, it was
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the responsibility of every American to make highways for themselves
and for “those in the back seat.”17

When Congress returned in 1956, the highway lobbyists and pro-
moters had done a thorough job of arousing the public. A joint House
committee developed a bill that was revised by the Senate to incorpo-
rate some points of an earlier Gore bill. With additional compromises
between the two houses, the bill was passed on June 26, 1956, and
signed by President Eisenhower on June 29, 1956. The 42,000 miles
of four-lane highways would be called the National System of Inter-
state and Defense Highways. The federal government would pay 90
percent of the costs, an even larger proportion than it did for defense
highways in 1941. The bill had two titles, one controlling physical
standards and the other controlling revenues. The physical standards
were consistent with those reports of the BPR that had been published
since 1939. Previously, federal highway funds had been allocated from
the General Fund of the Treasury, but now revenues collected from
state motor-vehicle user taxes would be held in a Highway Trust Fund
and used on a pay-as-you-go basis for highway construction.18

Not only did interstate legislation describe a dumb network in
terms of urban intermodality, but it would also control a fixed plan for
a period of over twenty years. If anything, the highway system ex-
cluded information other than that which reinforced its own rules,
funding mechanisms, and commercial interests. Highway critiques,
like Road to Ruin (1968) by A. Q. Mowbray, specifically targeted the
trust fund as a self-perpetuating institution that could direct tax
monies to highways despite other transportation needs, and Helen
Leavitt’s Superhighway-Superhoax (1970) even included a family tree
showing personnel linkages among highway-related business organi-
zations and official state and federal highway departments. As evi-
denced by repeated articles on such things as materials, maintenance
costs, trip length, traffic volume, and tire longevity in the BPR’s jour-
nal, Public Roads, not only the market field associated with vehicle
ownership but the statistical data regarding highway bankability and
durability began to shape the traffic-engineered highway. As a federal
project the highway system was also seen in terms of jobs and other
conditions that could be quantified statistically or mathematically. The
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highway-building process was the most extended public works project
in American history, and yet there were no mechanisms for learning
and adaptation in the process but rather a process of monitoring
greater return on the federal investment.
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2.4 S I T E S

By excluding information that did not fit into its own internally consistent

equations, traffic engineering neutralized the organizational architecture of

the highway network. Those proposals that treated the highway as a set of

distinct sites, however, rather than a single homogeneous channel of space,

compounded the network’s intelligence. Like a game that exponentially in-

creases in complexity as it introduces wild cards or increases the number of

players, the highway potentially gained intelligence by allowing vehicles, in-

tersections, and roadsides to operate in ways that were eccentric to the rigid

rules of traffic engineering.

Vehi c le s
With the help of federal endorsements and funding, the vehicle whether in

a population or on its own became the primary site for transportation inno-

vations and a chief source of switching, convertibility, and translation be-

tween different modalities. Even in the face of many failures and obstacles,

vehicles, through industry support, have continued to be primary sites of re-

search concerning differential or adaptable highways. Statistical models of

traffic patterns turned out to be the wrong models to respond to a population

of vehicles. Recently, more sophisticated computer models of traffic patterns

have effectively distributed the power of switching to each individual vehicle.

While perhaps lured into similar traps regarding predictability and optimiza-

tion, these models are at least not intent on organizing the entire population

of vehicles into a single protocol and a single physical arrangement. Similarly,

dual-mode vehicles have found specific repetitive tasks for which they are,

at least for now, best suited.

Though a great deal of cultural intelligence has focused on slight person-

alizations and modulations of the vehicle, the idea of vehicle as prosthesis,

this chapter required reading for ARCH 402/502
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second skin, or virtual reality capsule fits easily, perhaps too easily, into our

late twentieth-century revivals of sci-fi techno-prophesies. The vehicle dra-

matizes some of our favorite crises and fetishes; the vehicle as product, how-

ever, offers other opportunities. Both traffic engineering and merchandising

use statistical studies and population models to derive techniques for manag-

ing consumption and relating it to investment. It is not surprising that most

of the transportation inventions also follow a product model as some kind of

vehicular fitting or enhancement. Even railroad-truck intermodal systems are

designed to make the vehicle part of a telescoping order of packaging that

ends with the truck-sized container. The container is a vehicle that, like the

suburban home, has become a generic box with the power to format many

different products and spaces. However over-determined the network archi-

tecture of the highway system, the distributive organization of vehicles offers

other wild cards or tactical sites as well. The vehicle population migrates, for

instance, often rapidly changing its course in response to other volatile for-

mats in culture. Malls, for instance, just completing a half-century wave of

growth that altered millions of acres of territory, are now being replaced by

giant new retail formats. These new formats, which often colonize an outer

ring around the mall parking lot, have essentially begun to invert the central-

ized format, bringing thousands of acres of automobile infrastructure with

them. In some ways, they respond to shifting parking populations during the

course of the day since the outer ring of stores feeds on afternoon and eve-

ning vacancies at the edges of the lot. The individual vehicle is sited at the

center of these and other larger ambient shifts. So many diverse organiza-

tions have been trained to interface with the vehicle that it is potentially a

useful site for distributing another set of circumstances into the field, a field

that travels outside of any one frame of reference.

Projects for mammoth new rail and airport terminals with hotels, con-

vention centers, entertainment complexes, and other programs have been re-

current design programs in the last half of this century, and they have often

generated an organization or an urbanism that overwhelms conventional ar-

chitectural controls and orders.1 These are the switches in new global patterns

of distribution and transportation. While these projects, from those of Law-

rence Halprin and Geoffrey Jellicoe to those of Rem Koolhaas, address inter-

play between different transportation systems, consistent with the customary

desires of architects and planners, they often address with building envelope

problems related to a distributed condition. These new hubs, however, are not
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the only new sites of infrastructure intelligence. The same network under-

standing is also found in smaller distributed switch sites within the existing

infrastructure fabric—in those areas of easement and right-of-way where

segregated and redundant networks overlap or communicate.

Referencing these sites one could reinterpret an illogical sequence of

infrastructure building as a series of happy accidents. The highway’s history

of cross purposes includes a lack of coordination among modalities, cycles

of obsolescence and abandonment, redundancies and fights for dominance

among the various formats, and finally the segregation of various networks

coexisting in urban centers. Considered opportunistically, however, this his-

tory provides extremely rich sites for building another kind of intelligence

among networks. When the interstate became an intercity network diverging

from the railroad outside the city and coinciding with it inside the city, it

reduced its potential to develop a variety of exurban ports of exchange out-

side the city. Though the coincidence of rail and automobile infrastructure

inside the city intensified the potential for urban switching, rather than take

advantage of this proximity, the various carriers fought to be the most domi-

nant method of transport even when that fight created inefficiencies or rigid-

ities that ran counter to their claims of fitness and superiority. Most urban

landscapes are layered with overlapping corridor and networks, including

canals and piers, passenger rail, working and abandoned freight rail, mass

transit, surface streets, and expressways. Like the redundancies that are inten-

tionally built into an electronic network to amplify its intelligence, these sites

potentially support a kind of parallelism that, through connection, strength-

ens all of the associated networks, and they might be understood as switch

sites or sites for some kind of differential exchange among carriers.

Similarly repeated fittings potentially recondition and recircuit longer

segments of the network. The suburban interchange too has this potential

for building switching and meaningful redundancy. There were optimistic

projections, even as early as the 1940s, that airplanes would enter into the

mix of carriers, creating the need for air strips in subdivisions and office

parks.2 This vision never fully materialized and airplanes certainly were never

in any position to completely usurp any of the major modes of transport. Still

new hub organizations of air freight carriers and new intermodal superhubs

in free trade zones in America are rearranging patterns of production, stor-

age, and distribution for national and global commerce, and these new hubs

provide air links at critical junctures along the highway network.
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The sites of adjustment that lie between networks in the cities and sub-

urbs are often treated as vacancies or as places that fall between jurisdictions.

Similarly, the roadside outside the city limits is often regarded as a kind of

residual right-of-way that is fused to the purposes of the highway. The scenic

highway landscape is modeled not after the activities of the landscape but

after traffic engineering’s own “natural” contours. That land, when beautified

or adopted by communities, is still usually directed by visual protocols origi-

nating from inside the vehicle. The roadside offers a site of adjustment that

is constituted differently from the urban switch. As a linear site adjacent to

a national network, it has several unusual qualities. It has a very large surface

area and so contacts a large number of adjacent sites of different kinds, in-

cluding commercial, agricultural, residential, and public properties. The site is

constituted by many different legal designations that together form a fairly

dense topography as prominent as any other landscape feature. The right-

of-way also abuts many different kinds of land, including commercial, agri-

cultural, residential, and public properties. The most recent advocacies

surrounding the best use of the right-of-way portray it as a green preserve

free from commerce, facilitating healthful exercise and extending nonvehic-

ular connections to parks and larger land preserves. Although this use poten-

tially links many expanses of public land and many organic ecologies, it is

just one default position. The green program proposes a powerful possibility

for the roadside site in that it implicitly projects the accretional growth of

the site as a separate parallel network that is potentially national in extent.

The idea of a national web of sites, however, that lies between different linear

networks, including waterways, rail lines, and roadways, suggests possibilities

other than those strictly related to green landscape. The diversity of sites

and uses that might occupy that land are positioned to build parallelism and

intelligence among several networks. Most critical is the perception of this

roadside not as a vacancy in the traditional use of the word but as a site

that has been partially cleared of dominant programs and is overlain with a

topography of not only terrestrial but legal and commercial features. These

sometimes invisible factors may provide some of the most pliable means of

adjusting or reconditioning highway sites for different uses, thus facilitating

another series of intelligent national and local networks on the back of the

midcentury interstate highway system.
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Notes
1. For instance, Rem Koolhaas’s new town of Lille is an example of this kind of mega-

program where the most provocative space was created by simply subtracting the
separations among the several infrastructure networks at their crossing. Called the
“Piranesi” space, it is largely a visual, aesthetic cross-reference between these differ-
ent transportation networks, though it functions as a passenger exchange.

2. Stanley McMichael, Real Estate Subdivisions (New York: Prentice Hall, 1949), 5–6
and H. McKinley Conway, The Airport City and the Future Intermodal Transportation

System (Atlanta: Conway Publications, Inc., 1977) passim.
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